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1- The men have instinct of self – centeredness and love of freedom.
1. Identity

2. personality

3. nature

4. intellect

2- A grain of wheat that is placed within the bosom of the earth under appropriate conditions begins

to grow.
1.  

2.



3.



4.   

3- The world of creation is God’s creature.
1. reception

2. macrocosm

3. vale

4. generation

4- The laws which can ……….the happiness of human society can not perceived by reason.
1. refuse

2. devide

3. speak

4. guarantee

5- The prophets of God were men who brought definitive proofs for their call.
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

6- The people of Iran embraced the invitation to Islam rapidly.
1. To ignore

2. to deny

3. to accept

4. to reject

7- After reaching the age of maturity, prophet of Islam became famous for his wisdom.
1.  !

2. " 

3. #$

4. $ $

8- The prophet …............. to worship idols, as was the common religious practice of the Arabs of the

Hijaz.
1. Admitted

2. accepted

3. refused

4. embraced

9- The enduring miracle of the prophet, is the holy Quran.
1. Lasting

2. transitory

3. temporary

4. frail
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10- The verses of the Holy Quran were revealed gradually during the twenty-three year period of

prophecy.
1. %& % ' (

2. )* % ' (

3. $ % ' (

4. + (,- % ' (

11- Quran is a book the total ……...............for human life.
1. Program

2. point

3. state

4. mood

12- The body and what is corporeal can be known through the senses.
1. heavenly

2. material

3. sacred

4. unworldly

13- Spirit of man has many faculties.
1. Soul

2. body

3. substance

4. metal

14- The spirit of man is something immaterial which has some kind of relation with the material body.
1. +

2. $*

3. #

4. + .

15- …….........… dose not have the characteristics of divisibility, change and situation in time and space.
1. Body

2. spirit

3. metal

4. article

3. rule

4. irregularity

16- The prayer is a divine decree.
1. Anarchy

2. disorder

17- The forgetting of the Day of judgment is considered to be the root of every deviation.
1. /0  (1%

2. *-$  (1%

3. 234  5& %

4. *-$  5&  6

18- Divine ……............. requires the existence of another world in which each individual receives the

just reward his actions deserve.
1. Wisdom

4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. power

3. justice
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19- Naturally, the prophet, himself was also appointed by divine command.
1.  +78

2. $59 +78

3.  :;

4. $59 :;

20- Islam ….......…….. on the plane of social life and its regulation.
1. Attacks

2. attracts

3. intervenes

4. begins

21- Shi’ism has studied and investigated the primordial nature of man.
1. 99 

2.  <9

3. #=$ (/3>

4. (/3> #=$

22- To ……...…..the caliphate of ‘Ali ibn Abi Talib, Shi’ites have had recourse to Quranic verses.
1. Persist

2. preach

3. advise

4. prove

23- In the Qur’an. God has given warning of a bitter perpetual life to the iniquitous.
1. Calling

2. calm

3. booking

4. caution

24- The evil actions cause the wretchedness of man.
1. Happiness

2. welfare

3. good

4. misery

25- Imam is the guide of the caravan of humanity, which is moving inwardly and esoterically toward

God.
1. +?

2. >%@

3. $A%

4. $A%

26- In God’s book, some of the prophets have been introduced as Imams such as…........……
1.

Nooh

2.

Is’haq

3.

Abraham

4.

Jesus

27- The prophet selected ‘Ali among his companion as his brother.
1.

Enemy

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2.

follower

3.

foe
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28- Imam …...........… was present in all the wars in which the prophet participated, except the battle

of Tabuk.
1.

Ali

2.

Hasan

3.

Hosein

4.

Sajjad

29- With full chivalry, ‘Ali would never slay a weak enemy.
1. ;$  &

2. ;$ 1B

3. 1;$

4. ;$ -&

30- In science and knowledge ‘Ali was the most learned of the companions of the prophet.
1.

Ignorance

2.

understanding

3.

ineptitude

4.

puerility
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